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The six words of the Sh’ma (Deuteronomy 6:4) form the central affirmation of Jewish faith, and have long 

been considered a basic focus for Jewish contemplation (hitbon’nut) and meditation (hitbod’dut). This 

specific meditation practice is largely inspired by Rabbi Ted Falcon’s Five Steps of the Sh’ma Meditation, 

where the Sh’ma becomes a focus that encourages the eventual transcendence of the words themselves. 

 

  

The Five Steps of the Sh’ma Meditation 

 

 

1. Create an inner meditative environment 

Posture is an important component of the meditative process. Begin sitting comfortably, with your spine 

straight. Your hands can be placed on your lap, clasped together or with one hand resting in the palm of the 

other. It is important to begin with a period of relaxation in which an atmosphere conducive to meditation is 

created.  This can be done simply by sitting silently for a few moments, doing some kind of progressive 

relaxation exercise, following the breath, or any other calming practice. Your belly should be relaxed 

expanding and contracting freely with your breath. Ultimately, the point is to let go of the body altogether, to 

notice its itching, its aching and pain without reacting to them, and to return, time and again to your object of 

meditation. You can meditate with your eyes closed; some prefer to keep their eyes slightly open. 

 

 

2. Begin silently repeating the six words of the Sh’ma 

The six words of the Sh’ma form the basic frame for this meditation. Begin by silently focusing on each 

word using mindful breathing. As you notice your body inhaling, bring the word “Sh’ma” to your awareness. 

Then, as you notice your body exhaling bring the word “Israel” to awareness. When the body inhales again: 

“Adonai;” and when you notice it exhaling: “Eloheinu.” Inhaling: “Adonai;” exhaling again: “Echad.” Start 

over again with “Sh’ma” as you notice the body inhaling once more. Visualizing the words can also be 

helpful for some. When other thoughts intrude, gently return your focus to the repetition of the six words. 

 

:sj¤t    vuvh    'Ubh¥vO¡t    vuvh    'k¥ẗr§G°h    g ©n§J 
SH’MA         YISRAEL         ADONAI          ELOHEINU         ADONAI          ECHAD. 

 

 

3. Entering into the Heart of the Sh’ma 

After 5 to 10 minutes, the meditation deepens as the focus of attention is directed to the central two words of 

the Sh’ma phrase: Adonai Eloheinu.  This part of the Sh’ma meditation lasts at least twice as long as the 

prior period which focused on the entire six words.   

 

Ubh¥vO¡t   vuvh 
ADONAI      ELOHEINU 

 

Silently, these two words are repeated slowly.  When other thoughts intrude, gently return awareness to these 

two words. You might find that focusing on the word Adonai when you notice the body inhaling and on 

Eloheinu when you notice the body exhaling can help maintain the slow rhythm of this repetition.  
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After some practice with this meditation, the silent recitation of the word Adonai may be replaced with the 

visualization of the four Hebrew letters ( v u v h  yod – hay – vav – hay) for which the word Adonai is 

a replacement. Here, again, one might want to start bringing “Yod” to one’s awareness while noticing the 

body inhaling and so on. This meditative process based on the Sh’ma deepens after practice to transcend 

both sound and image.  

 

4. Return to the six words of the Sh’ma 

After focusing on the Heart of the Sh’ma for 10 to 20 minutes, attention is gently returned to the six-word 

phrase.   

:s̈j¤t    vuvh    'Ubh¥vO¡t    vuvh    'k¥ẗr§G°h    g ©n§J 
SH’MA         YISRAEL         ADONAI          ELOHEINU         ADONAI          ECHAD. 

 

Silently, using mindful breathing, each person repeats these six words slowly to themselves for 5 to 10 

minutes.  When other thoughts intrude, gently return awareness to this focus. 

 

5. Concluding the Meditation 

When you are ready to conclude your meditation session, take a few deep breaths to bridge your meditative 

state and a more wakeful state of consciousness. Let your eyes open gently and give yourself a few moments 

before rising. If you are keeping a meditation journal, take some time to record your process. 

 

 

The Sh’ma 

:s̈j¤t vuvh 'Ubh¥vO¡t vuvh 'k¥ẗr§G°h g ©n§J 
SH’MA YISRAEL, ADONAI  ELOHEINU, ADONAI  ECHAD. 

Listen, Israel: The Eternal manifests as all that is, The Eternal is One.  
 

 שֵׁם כְּבוֹד מַלְכוּתוֹ לְעוֹלָם וָעֶד. בָּרוּ� 
Baruch Shem k’vod mal’chuto l’olam va-ed.  

Blessed is the Name in all its expressions, its manifest Presence shines Eternally. 

 

The V’ahavta 
 

oh¦r�c§S©v Uḧv±u /W�¤s«t§n-k�f�cU 'W§J�p³b-k�f�cU 'W�c��c�k-k�f�C 'Wh¤vO¡t ²h±h ,¥t ¨T�c©v¨t±u 
o�C ̈T§r(C¦s±u 'Wh®b�c�k o¨T±b³B¦J±u  :W�,c�c�k-k(g 'oIH©v W±U(m§n h1f«b�¨t r¤J£t 'v,K¥ẗv 

'W¤s²h-k(g ,It�k o¨T§r©J§eu /W�¤nUe�cU 'W�C�f̈J�c�U Q¤r¤S(c W§T�f,k�cU 'W¤,h6c�C W§T�c¦J�C 
:Wh�¤r�g§J1cU W¤,h6C ,Iźz§n k(g o¨T�c©,�fU 'Wh�®bh6g ih6C ,«p̈y«y�k Uh¨v±u 

 

Love the Eternal One (YHVH) in all its manifestations, with your whole heart (mind), with 

your whole soul, and with all your energy.  Let these words (of the Sh’ma) which I command 

you today always be on your heart (mind).  Teach (repeat) them to your children, and speak 

them when you sit in your house, when you walk on your way, when you lie down, and when 

you rise up.  Bind them as a sign upon your hand (let them guide your actions), and let them 

be as frontlets between your eyes (let them guide your thoughts).  And write them upon the 

doorposts of your house and upon your gates (let their energies infuse your dwellings). 
(Deuteronomy 6:5-9) 


